
GRE AWA Practice Paper 6
Issue Task
1.In any field of endeavor, it is impossible to make a significant contribution
without first being strongly influenced by past achievements in that field.

Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and
supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or
might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

2.Formal education tends to restrain our minds and spirits rather than set them free.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and
supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or
might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

3. In any field of inquiry, the beginner is more likely than the expert to make important
contributions.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and
supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or
might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

4.As we acquire more knowledge, things do not become more comprehensible, but
more complex and mysterious.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and
supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or
might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

5.The surest indicator of a great nation is represented not by the achievements of
its rulers, artists, or scientists, but by the general welfare of its people.

Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and
supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or
might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

6.To understand the most important characteristics of a society, one must study its major
cities.



Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and
supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might or
might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

Argument Task
1."Of the two leading real estate firms in our town — Adams Realty and Fitch Realty —
Adams Realty is clearly superior. Adams has 40 real estate agents; in contrast, Fitch
has 25, many of whom work only part-time. Moreover, Adams' revenue last year was
twice as high as that of Fitch and included home sales that averaged $168,000,
compared to Fitch's $144,000. Homes listed with Adams sell faster as well: ten years
ago I listed my home with Fitch, and it took more than four months to sell last year when
I sold another home, I listed it with Adams, and it took only one month. Thus, if you want
to sell your home quickly and at a good price, you should use Adams Realty."
Write a response in which you examine the stated and/or unstated assumptions of the
argument. Be sure to explain how the argument depends on these assumptions and
what the implications are for the argument if the assumptions prove unwarranted.

2.The following is a recommendation from the Board of Directors of Monarch Books.
"We recommend that Monarch Books open a café in its store. Monarch, having been in
business at the same location for more than twenty years, has a large customer base
because it is known for its wide selection of books on all subjects. Clearly, opening the
café would attract more customers. Space could be made for the café by discontinuing
the children's book section, which will probably become less popular given that the most
recent national census indicated a significant decline in the percentage of the population
under age ten. Opening a café will allow Monarch to attract more customers and better
compete with Regal Books, which recently opened its own café."

3.Arctic deer live on islands in Canada's arctic regions. They search for food by moving
over ice from island to island during the course of the year. Their habitat is limited to
areas warm enough to sustain the plants on which they feed and cold enough, at least
some of the year, for the ice to cover the sea separating the islands, allowing the deer to
travel over it. Unfortunately, according to reports from local hunters, the deer
populations are declining. Since these reports coincide with recent global warming
trends that have caused the sea ice to melt, we can conclude that the purported decline
in deer populations is the result of the deer's being unable to follow their age-old
migration patterns across the frozen sea.
Write a response in which you discuss what specific evidence is needed to evaluate the
argument and explain how the evidence would weaken or strengthen the argument.



4.The council of Maple County, concerned about the county's becoming overdeveloped,
is debating a proposed measure that would prevent the development of existing
farmland in the county. But the council is also concerned that such a restriction, by
limiting the supply of new housing, could lead to significant increases in the price of
housing in the county. Proponents of the measure note that Chestnut County
established a similar measure ten years ago, and its housing prices have increased only
modestly since. However, opponents of the measure note that Pine County adopted
restrictions on the development of new residential housing fifteen years ago, and its
housing prices have since more than doubled. The council currently predicts that the
proposed measure, if passed, will result in a significant increase in housing prices in
Maple County.

Write a response in which you discuss what questions would need to be answered in
order to decide whether the prediction and the argument on which it is based are
reasonable. Be sure to explain how the answers to these questions would help to
evaluate the prediction.

5.Twenty years ago, Dr. Field, a noted anthropologist, visited the island of Tertia. Using
an observation-centered approach to studying Tertian culture, he concluded from his
observations that children in Tertia were reared by an entire village rather than by their
own biological parents. Recently another anthropologist, Dr. Karp, visited the group of
islands that includes Tertia and used the interview-centered method to study
child-rearing practices. In the interviews that Dr. Karp conducted with children living in
this group of islands, the children spent much more time talking about their biological
parents than about other adults in the village. Dr. Karp decided that Dr. Field's
conclusion about Tertian village culture must be invalid. Some anthropologists
recommend that to obtain accurate information on Tertian child-rearing practices, future
research on the subject should be conducted via the interview-centered method.
Write a response in which you discuss what questions would need to be answered in
order to decide whether the recommendation and the argument on which it is based are
reasonable. Be sure to explain how the answers to these questions would help to
evaluate the recommendation.

6."Many other companies have recently stated that having their employees take the
Easy Read Speed-Reading Course has greatly improved productivity. One graduate of
the course was able to read a 500-page report in only two hours; another graduate rose
from an assistant manager to vice president of the company in under a year. Obviously,
the faster you can read, the more information you can absorb in a single workday.
Moreover, Easy Read would cost Acme only $500 per employee - a small price to pay
when you consider the benefits. Included in this fee is a three-week seminar in Spruce



City and a lifelong subscription to the Easy Read newsletter. Clearly, Acme would
benefit greatly by requiring all of our employees to take the Easy Read course."
Write a response in which you discuss what specific evidence is needed to evaluate the
argument and explain how the evidence would weaken or strengthen the argument.


